Application Spotlight: Conveyor Connections

MELTRIC’s Switch-Rated Plugs & Receptacles simplify conveyor maintenance while maximizing worker safety

Key Benefits / Sales Points:

- Quickly reconfigure modular conveyor systems.
- Replace failed conveyors motors with plug & play simplicity.
- Minimize downtime costs - No need to wait for an electrician.
- Easily deenergize conveyors to fix issues like “stuck” parts.
- Simplify NFPA 70E compliance - makes LOTO easy.

Extra Info:

Supporting Literature: For more details on conveyor applications view MELTRIC’s Conveyor Connections flyer – click here.


Maintenance Tip: Prewire motors in the electrical shop to enable quick change-outs – read more click here.

Optional Feature Highlight: Auxiliary contacts allow monitoring of conveyor status.

Find Conveyor Applications at these Industrial Facilities:
- Food Processing
- Aggregate Processing
- Distribution Centers
- Automotive Production
- Conveyor OEM’s
- Mines

Key Meltric “Conveyor Plug” Customers:
- Coors Brewing Company
- Invartis Pharmaceutical
- Farmland Foods
- Lactic Sugar
- Nucor Steel
- Walgreens
- Monsanto
- FedEx
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